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UNITEDL STATES PATENT oFFlcE
` SIGNAL TRANSMISSION

Homer W. Dudley, Garden City, N. Y., assixnor to
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New
' York, N. Y., a corporation of New York

Application October l30, 1935, Serial No. 47,393
74 claims. (Cl. 179-15)
'I'his invention relates to wave transmission, as
for example, signaling.

l

An object of the invention is to reduce the
frequency range required for the transmission of
signals, as for instance, speech,
Further, it is an object of the invention to ef
fect such reduction without necessitating increase
in the time of transmission.
It is also an object of the invention to facilitate
transmission of a message over a transmission

medium not adapted to readily pass the frequency
band originally occupied by the message, as for
example, to facilitate telephoning over long sub
marine cables where the higher speech frequencies
cannot readily be transmitted because of exces
sive attenuation.

Another object is to facilitate increasing the
number of signaling channels that a wave trans
mission medium, as for example, a land line or
a radio circuit, can transmit in a given frequency
range.

.

Another object is to facilitate increasing the
signal-to-noise ratio obtainable at the receiving
end of a system without increasing the sending
. level, as for instance, in long distance radio com
munication where the transmitting power re

quired tends to become excessive.
It is also an object of the invention to promote

secrecy in transmission of signals, for instance,
30 in wire or radio transmission of speech.

Objects of the invention are also analysis, syn

'

The well-known rule of conservation of the

_

product of transmitted frequency band width and i’

time of transmission, formulated by Hartley
(Transmission of Information-Bell System
Technical Journal, July, 1928), which says that
to produce a replica of a given piece of trans

mission information, the frequency band in the
transmitting medium can be decreased by any’de#
sired factor only when a time of transmission is
used that is longer by the same factor, applies to
the case when no information as to the signal

source at the transmitting end of the system is
available at the receiving end or when such in
fomation is available but cannot be `used in a
practical Way at the receiving end to reproduce
information which is not transmitted over the
line.- Also this rule is stated for the case of dis

tortionless transmission. Where there is dis
tortion in the transmission medium some types
are less objectionable to the ear than other

types, phase distortion, for instance, within wide
limits being unimportant in telephony. Thus a
given frequency band with a certain amount of

distortion of one type maytransmit intelligence
better than a wider frequency band. having dis
tortion of a more objectionable type.
With this understanding as to the rule. it will

O

simulation, irritation, modification and control of
sounds and waves representing sounds, especial
ly speech sounds and vocal eifects of usual and

Analyzing the vocal system oi’ aman from the
broad viewpoint of producing speech sounds it is 35

unusual- character.

seen to be made up of two types of parts, (1) fixed

,

’I'he infomation transmitted by speech Vdœs
not absolutely require all the frequency space al
lotted to it in the human voice. A speclñc case
can be worked out as to how much frequency
band is required as a minimum, for example, by

determining and taking account of the number
of the independent variables or parameters in
volved in speech production (i. e., the number of

the independently movable physical elements of
the vocal system that are involved in speech
production) and the rate at which these can
vary. 'I‘his is done hereinafter, from which it is
estimated that speech from 250 to '7100 cycles can

v

itself requires.

be clear from the disclosure herein that nothing
is proposed herein which is.at all contrary to the
rule.

thesis, production, reproduction, reconstruction,

Ul

tion that can be passed inI a 500 cycle band or so
using the same time of transmission as the speech

be represented almost perfectly by the informa

and (2) variable, 'I'he variable parts as con
sidered here are those that vary in position from
sound to sound. Examples are the lips and teeth

opening and closing, the tongue shifting forward
and backward, the vocal cords varying in tension
and the uvula opening and closing the nasal
passage. The term “flxed” is~ herel used in its
broadest sense. It not only includes parts that
are not moved from sound to sound in speech,

such vas the nasal passages, the pharynx and
much of the larynx but it also includes any fixity
of feature. As an example, the fact that the
vocal cords are always used in the voiced sounds
is' a fixed feature. as is also the fact that they 60

»
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-always vibrate in the same buzzer-like way as
regards the presence of a fundamental frequency
and all of its overtones up to a large number

greater than 30; the variation of the fundamental
frequency, or pitch, of the vocal cords is, on the
other' hand, a variable feature as noted above.
The whole vocal system may be likened to a

mechanical-acoustical oscillator with certain
fixed circuits and certain variable mechanical
10 elements. This circuit is the same from man to

man. It is the same from sound to sound in the
same man with the different circuit elements tak
ing on different values to produce the different

speech sound oscillograms on pages 331 to 44
which illustrate the characteristics described. As
mentioned hereinbefore the fixed features as ap
pearing in a speech signal are oscillatory in
nature and the variable features are modulatory.
It is seen that there are variations from maxi
mum swing in one direction to maximum swing

in the opposite direction in .001 second or less, yet
these are oscillatory swings for in the next period
about .010 second later the same swing can be 10
found as an almost identical copy. If the slight

change that occurs from period to period is fol
iowea up until it totais enough so that the original Ä

sounds. To make the analogy just referred to -wave form is lost, this is found to occur many
more specific, consider that the vocal system is, in periods later, oftentimes twenty or more requir 15
principle, like the ordinary electrical oscillator ing .200 second or so. This latter type of change
mounted in a box asv a fixed piece of apparatus, is the modulatory type of change. It is easiest
the variability being obtained by switches for seen in a single sound as a building-up of the
peak amplitudes to a maximum and then a falling
starting the oscillator and for choosing the de
off to zero again. In this case a complete change 20
sired
inductances,
by
continuously
variable
dials
20
for selecting the capacitance, and by step variable corresponds to a large part or all of a-syllable and
dials for adjusting the resistances controlling the such change is therefore known as a syllabic fre
quency change.
_
output. With such an arrangement other fea
From the foregoing it is evident that speech
tures such as feed-back may also be controlled.
This vocal circuit, ñxed in that no different cir

cuit may be substituted therefor, is probably the
most important fixed part or element of the
vocal system.

.

Just as the oscillator when oscillating is still
essentially a fixed piece of apparatus to which
variable controls of frequency, output and feed
back are applied, just so the fixed vocal system
includes the condition of the vocal cords vibrating
'at an average or other specified steady rate to
which condition the controls for varying the
35 generated signal can be applied. The importance

has a dual characteristic.

On the one hand we

have fixed parts or elements setting up oscillatory
waves containing high frequency patterns. On
_the other hand we have varying parts or elements
setting up modulatory waves of low syllabic fre
quency pattern.

l

would be one that took advantage of the dual

nature of speech by setting up at the receiving
end all the fixed features and transmitting over
the line from the sending end only information as 35
to the instantaneous .positions of the variable

parts. The frequency range compressing .system

, of including a normal vibration of the vocal cords
as a fixed feature is due to the fact that they vi

need not be so identical a copy of the vocal system

brate on the average at 100 to 150 cycles per
second whereas the variable controls specified can
40 change only at rates ten or more times smaller
than this. Strictly the fixed features include a
multi-oscillator source of energy rather than a
single one, for not only are there the periodic

dependent parameters remains unchanged. Any

oscillations produced at the vocal cords, but there

45 are also non-periodic or random oscillations pro

duced by the passage of air through constrictions
or restricted'openings such as between lip and

80

An ideal frequency range compressing system

however. It is well known that one set of param
eters can be substituted for another without any 40
loss of deñnition so long as the number of in

change from the simple ideal mentioned does
generally lead to a larger number of required
parameters because the newly selected ones are
not independent. However, this is not of much

practical importance, for the great saving of
frequency range accomplished by the invention

teeth for the “f” sound, between tongue and hard is obtained by transmitting syllabic frequencies
palate for the “sh” sound between the vocal cords i corresponding to the variable or modulatory con
trols of the speech signal and not transmitting
50 themselves for whispering, etc.
From another point of view the variable parts the high frequency pattern corresponding to the
are those controlled volitionally and the fixed fixed oscillatory characteristics of the speech
parts those controlled non-volitionally if changed sounds. As this saving is of the order of 10 to 1,
a 50 to 100 per cent _increase in the parameters
at all; Thus one chooses the lip position he de
55 sires for a particular sound but in the case of required to satisfactorily represent speech is un
the/vocal cords he blows a puff of air through important.
them when they are held with a certain tenseness

and they then vibrate at their natural frequency.
This differentiation between fixed and variable
60 features may be applied to characterize the'type
of signal produced just as it has been applied to
_the type of element producing the signal. In this

As pointed out in detail hereinafter, the num
ber of the independent variables involved in the
production of speech is small. That is, the num

ber of the movable or variable elements of the
vocal system that are controlled as parameters

oscillatory sound produced with the various ele

to give the desired speech production and are
movable or variable substantially independently
of one another by the muscles of the vocal system

- opening, an average vocal cord tension, etc. The

ly independently in speech production is smalljf

variable features correspond to the changing or

being of the order of ten. Moreover, as indicated

case the fixed features correspond to the sustained

65 ments or parts 'of the vocal system in an average ' is small, or in other words the number of variables
or normal position. This means an average lip or parameters that can be controlled substantial

70 modulating of the sound by varying the different

elements from their average positions. A particu

above and discussed hereinafter, for each of these '

physical or physiological elements, the minimum

time in which it can go .through a complete cycle
treme case of modulating the normal speech v of change in position is not less than about a tenth
sound. In Harvey Fietcher’s book “Speech and of a second, or in other words, each independent
Hearing", i929, there are shown a number of variable has a fundamental frequency of not over 74

lar set of variations leads to silence as an ex
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10 cycles per second while engaged in speech pro
duction. Further, as explained hereinafter, a
frequency band width which need not exceed two
or three times the product of this frequency and
the number of the independently variable physi
cal elements can suffice to transmit signals con

taining practically precise informatation as to the
instantaneous displacement values or positions
of the independently variable physical elements,
and therefore containng the variant or unpre

3

signal wave and as short duration as the signal.

'I'he signal \deflning waves transmitted need not
directly contain any intelligibility whatsoever.
'I'hus a high degree of secrecy is attainable.
In accordance with a feature of the invention
as applied to transmission oi’ speech, for exam

ple, advantage is taken of the fact that much of
the information ordinarily transmitted ls of an
invariable or predictable character, due to the
general uniformity of the speech producing or
dictable information in the speech, and so consti
gans from person to person, by reproducing such
tutlng .speech defining signals that define the predictable information artificially at the receiv
variable characteristics of the speech. As ex- ` ing end of the transmission system in order that
plained before. these defining signals can be any
signals derived from speech signals provided the ' it need not be transmitted'. Thus, effective use
is made of information or foreknowledge of the

15
derived signals give as many independently vari-' Y
fixed or invariable characteristics of the signal
able quantities or factors or parameters as the

with the result that the frequency band
number of independent variables involved in the lsource,
width of transmission can be reduced.
production of speech; and the chosen parameters
In one specific aspect, the invention is a system
20 need not be entirely independent provided their
in which a speech signal is analyzed for its fun
number be increased sufdciently to make up for damental frequency and the average power in 20
their lack of independence. For example, the properly chosen subbands of frequency, this in
chosen parameters may be the average amounts formation lbeing transmitted either directly or
I of power in subbands of the frequency band of by carrier currents, for example, and then used
speech waves, as broughtl out in detail herein
at the receiving end to fashion waves from a
after.
local multi-frequency source into a simulation of
There exists, then, in the actual production of the signal. '
a complex speech wave by the vocal system, a
To fashion the simulation of the signal from
simple set of slowly varying elements or param
the waves supplied by the local source, frequency
i eters, (the independently variable elements, re
subbands of those wavesare selected which are 30
ferred to above, of -the Vocal system), that de
respectively coextensive with the chosen sub
termine the variable characteristics of the signal bands of the speech signal, and the average power
(which are referred to above); and to transmit in each subband of the locally supplied waves is
information that will suñice for defining or re

producing the variable characteristics, it is sum
cient to transmit information defining the var
iations of any simple set of parameters derived

from the complex speech wave and correspond
ing to the independently variable'elements of the
40 vocal system as regards number and independ
ence, or as regards number of degrees of free
dom of variation.

'

Like considerations hold in the case of other

complex signals, as for example, signals which
as in the caseA of speech, have a sluggish rate of

change modulating or controlling a rapid rate
of change of signal strength, or from the point of
view of frequency, a set of low frequencies modu
lating a set of high frequencies. Music may be
mentioned specifically as one such example.

Each

note has a fundamental and upper harm'onics of
, a resonant system formed for example from a

stretched string, vibrating reed or air tube or

chamber, and these fundamental and harmonic
Ul Cl components >of the notes form the set of high
frequencies in the complex signal wave, the low
frequency set corresponding to the rates of en
ergizing such resonant systems, as for example
by the hand striking the piano keys. Each key is
60 an independently variable element in this case

if one considers vthe keyboard as the starting
point. If the hands are considered as the start

ing point, then the maximum number of fingers
used at any one instant are the independently
variable parameters. The rest of the piano
mechanism is of a’iixedlnature.
In accordance with one feature of the inven

tion, to transmit a complex signal, for example
speech, variant information in the signal or in
formation regarding the variable or unpredict
able characteristics of the signal is transmitted,v
instead of the complex signal wave. The waves
transmitted can define the signal precisely, as
regards its unknown or variable characteristics,

yet have small frequency range relative to the

varied in accordance with the power in the cor

responding chosen subband of the signal wave. 35
This variation is effected in response to the
information transmitted from the sending end
of the system regarding the average power in
chosen subbands of the signal wave.

As indicated above, two types of power spectra 40

or frequency patterns of energy are used alter

nately in speech, (l) a continuous spectrum in4
the case of hissing or unvoiced sounds and (2)
in the case of voiced sounds a discrete spectrum
with a variable fundamental and with all of the 45

upper harmonics always present. Hence, the lo

cal source provided is preferably such that the
Waves supplied by it can have either type of
power spectrum. 'I'he type and the fundamental
frequency can be varied in response to the in 50
formation transmitted from the sending end of
the system regarding the presence or absence of
a fundamental frequency in the speech wave and
the magnitude of any such fundamental fre
quency.
55
Since significant changes in the fundamental

frequency of the speech sounds and in frequency
distribution of power in speech can take place
only at a rate which is limited by the sluggish
ness of the muscles of the vocalsystem to less 60

-than about 10 cycles per second, (a frequency
much lower than the fundamental frequencies,
such as 60 to 500 cycles, of vocal cords), it re

sults that the equipment required at the sending
end of the system for analyzing the speech signal 65
for fundamental, and likewise the equipment pro
vided at the receiving end of the system for re
spending to the transmitted indications as to the .

fundamental frequency of the speech sounds, need
only beresponsive (_on the line side) to frequen 70
cies up to perhaps one to three times the fre

quency of 10 cycles per second, -just mentioned,
depending on the accuracy desired in the trans-v
mission of the indications.
Moreover, the number of subbands analyzed for 75

4
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different conditions or adjustments. A whis
power content need not exceed i'ive or ten for, in
example, to obtain high intelligibility; because as per can be obtained by manufacturing the speech
indicated above, and pointed out in detail here
inafter, the number of independent variables or
parameters ‘in speech is small, (and the power in
each subband is largely independent of that in
the others).
Such a system, Ichen, analyzes the signal into
. fixed features and variable features.

The fixed

or voice from energy having only a continuous

spectrum, for example, resistance noise. (Energy
having a contìnuousfrequency spectrum or fre
quency pattern can'y be viewed as energy with its
fundamental frequency infinitesimal or substan
tially zero, or in other words, can be viewed
practically as substantially energy with, no

fundamental frequency present.) Thus, the 10
,features include (a) the existence of definite fre
quency subbands in which the power distribution whisper can be obtained by conditioning or ad
justing the system so that the local source at the
is sensibly uniform, (b) the existence of a fre
receiving end of the system, which supplies the
quency spectrum that alternates from the con
waves from which the speech is reconstructed,
tinuous type to a discrete _type with varying fun
damental and with all upper harmonics always - ‘will supply waves of only one type of spectrum, 15
present, and (c) the fact that time variations of the continuous spectrum, (instead of supplying
the fundamental frequency and of the power in waves of both the continuous type of spectrum
the frequency subbands occur only at syllabic and the discrete type of spectrum as when natu
ral reproduction is desired). Then sounds voiced
frequency rates. ' The variable features include
(A) the magnitude of the average power in each in the original speech are reproduced as un 20
voiced sounds. A chant can be obtained by
subband, and (B) the nature of the signal spec
trum (as to whether it is continuous or discrete manufacturing the voice from energy having only
a discrete type of spectrum and a fixed funda
and in the latter case, as to what is the magni
tude of the fundamental frequency). Since there mental frequency, as for example, by condition
is foreknowledge at the receiving end as to the ing or adjusting the system so that the local 25
fixed features or characteristics of the signal, they source at the receiving end of the system. which
can be supplied locally at the receiving end and supplies the waves from which the voice is re
constructed or manufactured, will supply waves
it is unnecessary to transmit information regard
ing them. Their supply locally is accomplished of only the discrete type of spectrum and with
their fundamental frequency set at an arbitrary 30
30 by the choice of the type of circuit, the choice chosen frequency such as the average vocal cord
of elements to simulate the vocal cords and the
eddying constrictions of the vocal system, and frequency instaead of variable with the funda
mental frequency in the original speech as when
the choice of frequency subbands.- It is now suf
natural reproduction is desired.
ficient to transmit information defining the var
It is seen, then, that in accordance with the 35
iable characteristics and combine them with the
invention, speech can be manufactured or arti
locally supplied ñxed circuit features to repro
ñcially created from different types of energy
duce the signal.
'
spectra, as for example, from energy having a
As indicated above and hereinafter, the in
vention is by no means- limited to this specific continuous frequency spectrum or from energy
having a discrete frequency spectrum,- or from 40
40 form.
In accordance with a feature ol' the invention both types of energy, by relatively varying the
the character or expression or vocal effect of time flow of energy in frequency subbands of the
synthesized or reproduced vocal sounds can be spectrum substantially in accordance with the
controlled or modified by suitable control of their relative variations of the time ñow of energy*
that are characteristic of respectively corre 45
fundamental
frequency.
45
For example in the frequency range reducing sponding subbands of the frequency components
of speech sounds, to be created, for instance,
and restoring system described above, when nor
speech sounds that have been analyzed with a
mal reproduction of speech is desired the varia
view~to their reproduction or reconstruction; and
tion of the fundamental frequency in the repro
duced speech is made the same as in theoriginal the character or expression or vocal effect of the 50
specific‘sounds created depends on the funda
speech; or in other words, when normal repro
duction of speech is desired the value of the mental frequency of the energy spectrum used to
ratio between the fundamental frequency set up create them, for example, the manufactured
at the reproducing end of the system and the speech having the monotone of a chant when the
fundamental frequency of the input at the send# ~fundamental frequency is maintained at a fixed 55
ing or analyzing end is maintained at unity. value such as the average vocal cord frequency,
Further, the valueof the ratio may be made to or having the sound of a whisper when the
undergo changes or deviations from unity, or fundamental frequency approaches zero, i. e.,
the fundamental frequency of the speech or vocal when the energy spectrum is continuous.
A specific aspect of the invention is artificial 60
sounds may be made -to‘undergo ,modiñcationa
suitable for producing prescribed modiñcations production, manufacture or synthesis of speech
of prescribed character, (for example, speech of
in the speech or vocal sound effects. 'I‘he modif
fications may, for example, be such as to give usual character, or speech of unusual character
rise to odd voice effects which simulate eifects such for instance as a whisper or a chant), with
the aid__ of information as to the frequency pat 65
commonly observed in human voices. For in
stance, a person can talk in an ordinary voice tern and the amplitude pattern, or in other
words. information as, to the three character
and yet give rise to speech that has the char
acter of a whisper or the character of a. chant, istics, pitch, resonant frequency regions and
for example, dependent upon the condition or loudness, of the speech sounds desired.
Also, a specific aspect of the invention is de 70
10 adjustment of the system. With the system in
proper condition or adjustment he can get th'e termining or obtaining these three characteristics
prescribed effect with the uniformity’of machine
production. Thus a single person, though talk
ing in a normal voice can produce different

15 voices of prescribed types, by having the system

for any particular set of speech signals by in
stantaneous analysis of the speech signals.
Also, a speciñc aspect of the invention is syn

thesis or artificial reconstruction or reproduction 75
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of speech signals in accordance with such
analysis.

Y

,

„

Further, a specific aspect of the invention is
reconstruction of speech with prescribed modifi
cation in character or vocal effects.
Also, a specific aspect of the invention is con
trolling the'character oi’ lsynthesized or recon
' structed speech by artificially modifying the

fundamental period of speech relatively to the
speech duration.
Other objects and aspects of the invention will
be apparent from the following description and
claims:

5

must be made for the ineiliciency of iilter and
other auxiliary circuits that will be required.
It is convenient to diñ’erentiate the production
oi’ vowel sounds from those of consonants. As
used here vowels are taken to indicate the pure

vowels, the semi-vowels, the diphthongs, and the
transitionals. Some thirty-four of these are
listed in the book "Speech Pathology” by Mr.
Lee Edward Travers. They are as follows:

14 Vownrs

I

Fig. 1 shows schematically a system embodyingv
the invention in its speciñc form referred to
above;
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Fig. 2 is a detailed showing of the transmit
ting circuit at the west terminal of the system,
this transmitting circuit being the west speech
frequency compressing circuit shown as the block
in the upper left-hand corner of Fig. 1; and
Fig. 3 is a detailed showing of the receiving
circuitA atv the east terminal of the system, this
receiving circuit being the east speech frequency
vu restoring circuit .shown as the block in the up

ses
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per right-hand corner of Fig. 1.
There is disclosed hereinafter a particular cir
cuit which can be used for reducing the fre

25

bare

bgre

`
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quency range of speech by setting up artiñcial
currents of limited frequency range which will
transmit information about .the independent
variables of the speech producing organs in man.

ge
_no

30

un
I_ady
ride

The ilrst important question is: What frequency
range does speech inherently require for trans
mitting its information content?

put

`

35

4 Tnivsrrromrs

In the operation of such a system with high
quality transmission of speech, a person at one
end of a telephone line talks into a high quality
subset. At the distant end thevlistener also has
a high quality subset. The transmission between
the two is not direct but is carried on in the
following Way. At the sending end is special
apparatus to tell the characteristics of the
speech signal being fashioned by the talker. At
the receiving end is other apparatus to receive
these signals (transmitted directly or transmitted
indirectly as by carrier currents) and produce

coming out to the mouth opening the variables

speech that is a very close copy so far as the ear

that may be controlled independently are: '

can determine of that at the sending end. In
between is a transmission line of limited fre
quency range. The transmission must take place
as rapidly as the speech is produced. It is de

sirable to determine roughly what is the mini
mum frequency band that can be used on the

transmission line for such high quality trans

mission.

um
_yes
he
we

have >a very good check on the number of '

parameters involved in producing them. From
the> vocal standpoint starting at the lungs and 45
. Lung pressure.
. Vocal cords.

. Rear mouth resonance chamber.

. Oràening from rear to front resonance cham
er.

. Front mouth resonance chamber.
.' Opening from mouth. -

These six are'more or less in the direct cir

A rough answer> to this problem can be ob
tained by various methods. One method is used

,cuit of speech whereas for a by-path we have

hereinafter to obtain an answer and another to
check that the answer is fairly conservative.
The method used for obtaining an answer is es

7. Nasal resonance chamber.
8. Position of soft palate and uvula (opening to
nasal chamber).
The eight oi’ these do not act completely in

sentially as follows. We determine how many
independent variables are involved in the pro
duction of speech. Next we determine the mini
mum amount of time in which one of these vari
able elements can go through a complete cyclic
:hange of position. From these the frequency

aand required for the transmission of reasonably
Jrecise information as to the instantaneous posi
'.ion of eac-h independent physical variable is

40

'I'hese vowel and near vowel sounds have in
general been produced artificially so that we

two more .

ì

dependent of one another. Thus 3, 4 and 5, act
decidedly in unison. Some do not or at least need
not vary greatly as 6, the mouth opening, which
may be kept ñxed for the production of all the
vowels*l Again the soft palate (8) may open or

close the nasal chamber, intermediate positions
being unimportant. The eight variables given

then probably reduce to five or six in practice.
We come next to the production of the re
)y the number of independent variables we have maining sounds which are classiñed as fricatives
he total minimum frequency band required. and stop consonants and are again divided ac-.For actual transmission in circuits allowances cording to whether they are voiced or unvoiced.

>btained. Next multiplying this frequency band

Il
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6

'I'he voiced ones require the use of the vocal
cords; the unvoiced ones do not. They are:
8 Faroa'rrvn Consonm'rs

4 Voiced

vine
_z_ero
these

production.

__nght
¿ee
@umh

There are a number oi' odd effects that have
not in the discussion so far been allowed for to

any extent. at least not intentionally. One thing
of this sort is odd deformities or deficiencies

8 STOP CoNsoNAN'rs

4 Unvoíced

in the usual oral structure. These may be in the
form of missing teeth or teeth with separation,

_12a-i1
to
church

etc. Another type of odd eßfects that we have
are those produced when we do unusual things
with the voice such as whisper, talk in a falsetto

4 voiced

16

the actual variable characteristics \ln speech

4 Unvoiced

s__he

agure

10

but the two are essentially the same sort ofl
parameter so they are shown as one rather than
as two. Accordingly we conclude again that of
these parameters 5 or 6 are ample to represent

Re
so
¿I_oy
go

odd shapes of various parts of the palate, tongue,

kite

The frlcative consonants are produced with
about the same position throughout of the vocal
organs except that a certain air outlet or small
20 aperture is formed at varying places. Thus for
v and f it is formed from the lip to the teeth;
for z and s it is formed from the upper teeiih
to the lower teeth; for the two th sounds it is
formed from the tongue to the teeth; for the zh
25 and sh sounds it is formed from the tongue to
the hard palate. TheA voiced consonant is made

by pronounclng the unvoiced consonant but vi
brating the vocal cords at the same time as
though to increase the volume.
'I'he stop consonants are made by forming a
stop to the passage of air in the mouth at some

particular point, building pressure up behind this
and then _opening rapidly at the closed point so

tone, produce ventriloquistic sounds or produce
what is called double voice. Whispering prob
ably does not differ appreciably from other
sound production so far as a typical analyzer

of voice is concerned. It is apparently produced
by closing of! the major portion of the vocal cord
opening (glottis) by some muscles which origi->
nate and end in the vocal cords themselves. This
leaves a small opening at the rear of the vocal .

cords which produces two predominant effects:
1. Low volume since only a limited amount of
air can get through.

2. More high frequencies sinces the short span
tends towards high vibration rates with ‘

eddy currents rather than a natural fre
quency.
However, an analyzing circuit presumably will

as to give an explosive sound. The stop is formed
by the upper lip against the lower lip in the case
of b and p, by the tongue against the upper teeth
in the case of d and t, by the tongue against
about the middle of the hard palate in the case

take care of frequency as a single thing so that

ofj and ch, by the tongue against the soft palate

low two or even three degrees of freedom fur

40 ln the ease of g and k. In going from the un
voiced to the voiced consonant the formation of
the stop or for that matter of the opening of the
outlet in the case of the fricative consonants may

provided -it operates over a wide enough fre

quency range nothing special is required. The
same is true of volume or power output. For all

these odd effects it is probably reasonable to al
ther. However, as the eight original degrees of
freedom were considered to be essentially less
than eight it would seem that an allowance of

eight for the total might well be approximately
right.

be slightly further front or backward. .

If we want to be generous perhaps we

In producing the fricative and stop consonants
the diiîerent parts of the vocal system are used

should sa'y ten. In speech over telephone cir
cuits of limited frequency range the number
diiîerently than in the production of vowels. - might well be 20 or 30 per cent less than that
Thus the nasal resonance is of little importance, required for high quality speech production; i. e.,
the vocal cords are not used in producing the seven or eight independent variables may suffice
50 unvoiced consonants, the large air chambers in
for commercial telephone transmission, and ten
the front and rear mouth are of much less irn

for high quality transmission.

portance and two new and very important fac
tors are added in the position at which a closure

We can get a rough check on whether these
eight or ten degrees of freedom are sufficient by

is partly made and held in the case of the frica-55 tive consonants and completely made but not
held in the case of the stop consonants. To list

we would hope to get with this many degrees
of freedom as compared to the number we might

considering the variety of distinguishable sounds

the independent variables again in the same

compute for actual speech.

order as before we have:

the number oi.’ sounds for telephonie purpose is
generally taken as around fifty such as the ilfty
given above. Perhaps the most that need be

1. Lung pressure.
2; Vocal cords (for voiced consonants).

For actual speech

recognized for our purpose is around one hun

3. Nasal resonance chamber.

4. Rear mouth resonance chamber.
5. Opening between air chambers of mouth (for

dred. [The International Phonetic Alphabet
contains seventy-six sounds, (no diphthongs in

7. Position of closure or explosive opening.

cluded) from a considerable variety of languages.
In addition flve markings are used to indicate
(l) length, (2) stress, (3) tenseness or laxness

Here. as in the case of vowel production, we
have more parameters than are essentially inde

of position, (4) syllable consonants and closing
consonantal parts of diphthongs and (5) nasal

fricatives.

65 6. Front resonance chamber of mouth.

'

70 pendent with any large degree of freedom. Thus
the vocal cords are only used for part o'f the
consonants, the nasal resonance is not very im
portant, the size of the mouth resonance cham

bers is ~probably of limited importance. The po'
75 sition of the closure or opening is very important

ized vowels. Only the last seems to oiîer a dis

tinct sound type for the computation being made
here. Thus length applies to the time the sound
is being given and not to its type: stress refers
chiefly to the instantaneous volume; tenseness

or laxness‘of position affects the pitch and vol

amper
ume; while syllable-consonants and the closingl
consonantal parts of dipthongs and for that mat
ter dipthongs themselves represent distinct
sounds enunciated in rapid succession. The
nasalized vowels like the French a do represent
distinct sounds for our classification but of the
twenty-'seven vowel sounds many are not nasal
ized. Accordingly a total of one-hundred distinct

sounds i. e. the seventy-six listed plus twenty
four for the nasalized vowels seems not unreason
able to use here.] The same sound can be given
at different volume levels. Probably a 30 decibel

range with sixty recognizable steps of 1/2 decibel
4each would correspond to a very ñne gradation
basis. Fifteen steps of 2 decibel would corre

spond more nearly to ordinary telephone prac
tice. As to pitch, a l per cent change is prob
ably noticeable on a fine basis which would lead
to about seventy steps per octave or one hundred
forty steps altogether with two octaves. On a
cruder basis corresponding more nearly to tele

phone practice probably twenty steps would be
The only remaining item might be
We can recognize a

certain individuality or personality of sounds so.
that with a number of sounds from a certain

person we succeed in guessing who is talking
provided we are familiar enough with the per
son’s voice. It is a little hard to say what is the
maximum number of people we might hope to

distinguish when a. single sound is pronounced
at a given pitch and volume. In the ñrst case
we will generously assume it may be as great as

five hundred.

More practically we will assume

l it is likely not to exceed ten. These sets of figures

give us for recognizable lelements in the fine
grained picture a total number of

100 X60X 140X500
or about 4X10B. In the coarser picture we have

50><15><20X10 or about 15X 104.
Coming now to our artificial speech produc.
tion system, the number of steps we can recog

nize in each independent variable multiplied by
the number of such variables gives us the total
number of combinations available. The observer
that recognizes the changes in the variables is
essentially our receiving circuit rather than the
ear so that the number to put down is the num

ber corresponding to the ability to differentiate
steps of signal level in our'chosen machine rather
than 'in'- the human ear.

Probably to recog

nize twenty gradations is not unduly optimistic.
To recognize ten is reasonably conservative. On
the basis of recognizing ten and having ten
parameters we conclude we should recognize

altogether 101° different sound elements which
is a little greater than the largest number we

figure that we may be required to recognize. Ac
cordingly the ten parameters seem to be quite
ample from this rough check.
_
If we vary any of our speech producing varia

bles as rapidly as the controlling muscles permit
we find the limiting speed is about eight to ten
times per second. Accordingly each variable has
a fundamental of 10 cycles or less while produc

lng speech.
We are now in a position to calculate the band

width required for transmitting the speech de
ìning signals. On the basis of transmitting as
;he useful band not more than 100 per cent of

',he fundamental frequency (this is done in tele
vision and telephotography) We> require a total
'requency band of 10><10><1.00 or 100 cycles for

ransmitting the speech defining signals. 'I'his

100 cycles is more or less of an absolute mini

mum for high quality speech no matter how
much money we are willing to spend. In tele
graph more than 100 per cent of the fundamental
frequency is required as the minimum trans
mitted band. Thus, in non-loaded submarine
telegraph cables it is about 110 per cent (H.

Nyquist); while -in voice frequency telegraph
where frequency 'space is less important it uses
labout 350 per cent for either side-band and
transmits` both. A 200 per cent basis is quite
conservative. This would mean 200 cycles of use

ful frequency band.
A convenienti method of transmitting such
speech defining information is by a miniature
carrier system of ten channels, one for each in
dependent variable. In this case filters are re

plenty.

classified as personality.

7

quired to separate the channels. These fllters
cannot cut off sharply but require waste space
between used frequency bands. This waste fre 20
quency space may amount to 50 per cent of the
used space leading then to a total of 1.50X200
cycles or 300 cycles. This 300 cycle band is Qn the basis of 20 cycles per parameter vand a single

side-band transmitted. 'I’his will require equal-_
izing against phase distortion, which will in 25
crease the effective delay and will require rather

costly phase correcting networks. If these two
conditions are not `iustifled for the circuit then
there must be transmitted a frequency band 30
Wider than a single side-band. At the least
this transmitted band might be negligibly wider
than a. single side-band as in the case of the

telephotography filters. At the most it might be

doubled for double side-band transmission.
It is well to summarize these estimates of re

quired band width. For high. quality speech cir
cuits Ithe minimum band width for speech de
fining signals is estimated to be as follows:
(1) Where cost is unimportant from 300 cycles 40
at the most down to approximately 100 cycles as
a lower limit.

l

f

(2) Where cost is an important item from 600
cycles down to 300 cycles.
Thus, it is found that a frequency range of

approximately 50 cycles is sufficient for speech 45
deñning signals that give all the information
as to the instantaneous displacement values or

positions of the independent variables of speech
production with suiiicient accuracy for reproduc

ing reasonably good quality speech.
Having found that there are approximately
ten independent variables in speech production,
in settingup a circuit for artificial production of
high quality speech we then need ten independ
ent parameters. However, we need not use in any

50

55

narrow frequency range transmission scheme
these same ten.

So long as the parameters are

entirely independent we know mathematically
that we can use any ten we choose. Not only can
the ten be chosen in any fashion provided they 60
are independent; but if they are not entirely
independent enough more can be chosen to make

up for the lack of independence. .Y It is advan

tageous to pick the ten that from an` engineer
ing standpoint give a desirable design or the
ten that give an optimum design. A particular
case of much interest is that where most of them
are the amounts of power insubbands of the fre
quency range of speech.
70
The interest in this case arises from the fact
that it is based on using as parameters those
physical quantities that are most easily meas
ured. The easiest thing to measure is power,

including current and voltage as measures of 75
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or speech-defining «signals which are set up to
' ' Í power and the easiest way to separate power into
parts for the extra variablesneeded to measure „ replace the speech signals should not only be siml

ciently complete and unique to define the speech f , '

is by dividing it up according to frequency bands.
Afterv the ypower

signals without error or confusion, but moreover

frequency _ characteristic f is

measured the` sound spectrum to be transmitted.
is entirely deilnedexcept for the power distribu

should be practical and convenient, -so that. ar

spectrum of speech sounds, is given-by the funda
mental frequency of the speech sound,` con

-tory deñnition is robtainedwhen the speech-defin-r

simple automatic analyzing circuit can be usedr

tion y within a frequency subband.' This last "to create or vset up the speech~defining ¿signals gr
needed factor, in view of the nature of the energy ywhen a speech wave is applied. Such satisfac- `

r.'10

ing signals define the speech signals in ¿terms of f
sidering this frequency toidegenerate to zero for f (1l `frequency pattern, and (man1-plitude pat

i the unvoiced sounds. Fortunately We have found
means ofy measuring this fundamental frequency f

_

Frequency pattern as »used here refers to the

also, thusgiving -a complete set ofvspecifdcationsy number and position of energy-bearing frequency
for reconstructing the speech sounds. A specific « . components. There are two distinct types. yIn
system involving the -casegjust referred- to is de , one there is a fundamental frequencyand all _its
upper harmonics to several thousand cycles.` This
, . ' It isy shown in a general’schematic formin Fig.; fundamental frequency is the rate `of vibration of
l. Speech coming fromethe linewest _reaches ther ` the rvocal cords and in generalis always increas- ‘
west terminal ¿of the system. For simplicity a _ing (risingy inflection) or decreasing (fallingin
20 'four-wire
connectiony obtained >with a> bridge fiection) in ordinaryvspeech althoughit can be
held constant by sustaining a` sound.` _In the other
' , transformer or hybrid coil' and a balancing net-,
1 work N,»is showin at this'point.r The transmission> _type ofy frequency pattern 'there is a continuous
spectrum of energyvso that »all «frequencies are
' maybe over a'two-wire circuit,` the circuit `modi
instead of `discrete ones; in a harmonic , ¿_
>iications being obvious. , 'Ii‘heincomingr speech is present,
transmitted through .circuit Iy to the west speech _ - ratio, although this second type may be thought
of as the limiting'case` of the flrsttype whenthe
frequency compressing circuit 2». Fig. 2 is ade
~

scribed

hereinafter.

~

.

f

tailed showing of this‘west transmitting circuitor .

fundamental frequency approacheszero»

speechfrequency compressing circuit 2. l'I'he fre-_
'quency range of thespeech is considerably íde
`creased in rcircuit 2 and then the resulting signals

_ f

_distribution of power with frequency, from instant

Amplitude patternfas used herey refers to the
rto instant; or inother Words at ¿any instant.

Al _ „

are `transmitted over the line Lof limited`fre~-` «smooth envelope is taken, as this inconnectionÍ »
with the frequency> pattern givesa complete speo-y .
`quency range of transmission to the receiving ter
iñcation of thespeech sound aínalyl'ted.`
minal at'the east.` Here there is a speechfre
quency restoring circuiti which sets up' speech f ` >As will appear. from the description .of the draw-Í t
signals more or less the reproduction of the speech - ings, >about to be given', y analyzing> speech _sounds
signals energizing the west sending circuit 2. Fig. on the ybasis offrequency and amplitudepatterns ’

is especially convenientbecause aty .the receiving
or' speech frequency restoring circuit 3; These . or reproducing end of the system the simulating

Sis a detailed showing of this east receivingy Circuit f ç

or. reproducing devices are separated into two'
speech signals set up by circuit 3 arefthen trans
mitted on through speech receiving circuit Ilk tok simple, easily recognizable groups. The devices
required for producing the frequency patterns will
the line east. Transmission in the opposite di
rection is carried on over limited frequency line

L’ by the same process, the east speech frequency

compressing circuit 2' being like circuit 2 except

45 oppositely pointed, and the west speech frequency

restoring circuit 3' being like circuit 3 except op
positely pointed.

°

The simplest circuit to use perhaps is an elec
trical one where the amounts of power in small
50 frequency subbands of the speech frequency range
are used as independent variables. The power in
any one such subband is not entirely independent
of that in the others but is suiliciently so to in
c: Gl

sure that we do not need many extra subbands on

this account. Such a circuit is relatively easy to

build electrically with ñlters, modulators, equal'
izers, etc, as'circuit elements.

Preparatory to describing Figs. 2 and 3 in de
tail it is noted that they show a speech frequency
range reducing and restoring system having
means for reducing the frequency range of speech
by analyzing the speech so as to determine or
measure its unknown characteristics in terms of

speech-defining currents of limited frequency
range, a transmitting medium (which may have a

70

limited frequency range of transmission) for
transmitting these defining currents or defining'
signals set up or created by the analyzing means,
and means for reconstructing, restoring, simu

lating, or substantially reproducing the speech in
response to the transmitted defining currents or
signals.

'

‘

In order to be a satisfactory electrical deßnition

of the speech signals, the speech-defining currents

be artificial vocal cords for which a relaxation
oscillator is shown and an artificial constriction
for which a source of resistance noise is shown.

The devices required for producing amplitude
patterns will be the artificial lungs controlling the
total power put out and the artiñcial resonances
controlling the relative amount in each small fre
quency band. By working on an absolute basis
these characteristics are all handled in a single

set of modulating controls shown as gain-con
trolled amplifiers, the artificial lungs being the
power supply batteries or sources and the arti
ficial resonances being filters or tuned networks.
The dual nature of the speech signals as de
fined electrically leads to a dual type sending or
frequency range reducing circuit as shown in Fig.
2 and a dual type receiving or speech frequency
restoring circuit as shown in Fig. 3. The speech
currents entering the sending circuit 2 energize a
frequency pattern control circuit FP and an am

plitude pattern control circuit AP. The frequency
pattern control circuit comprises but one channel
and discriminates as to the frequency pattern.
'I'his discrimination includes discrimination as to
the fundamental frequency when there is one.

The amplitude pattern control circuit branches
into ten channels AP; to APm and determines
what frequency amplitude pattern we have. The
information obtained from these two analyzing
elements FP and AP is then expressed in the form
of electrical currents which can be used, in modu
lator Mo -in circuit FP and in modulators M1 to

Mio in channels AP; to APio, respectively, to mod

v
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ulate a number of control current frequencies
which. are then transmitted through channel
band-pass filters Co to Cin, to the limited fre
quency line L on essentially a carrier system basis.

At the receiving end of line L these transmitted

signals after passing through receiving amplifier
RA, arex applied to receiving frequency pattern
control circuit FP' and receiving amplitude pat
tern control circuit AP'. In circuit FP', channel

the frequency pattern control and ten for the
amplitude pattern control. Similarly we require a
total of eight parameters to go to 2.900 cycles,
nine to 3,800 cycles and ten to 5,000 cycles.
it To give a better picture of the proposed circuit
is helpful to indicate frequencies for the var-.
ious circuit elements. The estimate was made
above that for high quality speech transmission

10 band-pass filter C'o selects the waves received the speech defining signals’ would requireÍ trans
mission frequency bands as follows:
from channel FPI so the selected waves can act,
(1) 100 cycles as the absolute minimum.
after demodulation in demodulator DMn, on an
(2) from 300 cycles down to 100 cycles where
energy source of frequency patterns FPS so as to
fairly large costsvcan be borne.

cause currents of the proper frequency pattern to

l 5 flow from this source.

In circuit AP', channel band-pass ñlters C'1 to

C’ior, in channels AP’i to AP’m respectively, select
the'currents received from channels APr to APro

respectively. The selected currents, after demodu

20 lation in demodulators DM1 to DMro of the re

spective receiving amplitude patterny control
channels AP’i to AP'io, are used to control shaping
networks SN1 to SN1o in the respective channels to

give the proper amplitude-frequency pattern to
the power received from the energy source FPS.
We then have our reproduction of the original
speech signal for any further transmission in the
ordinary manner.

The problem arises of selecting frequency bands

30 to use in the amplitude-frequency characteristic

determination. A basis for solution of the prob
lem is found in the function known as the import
ance function, which has been ' established by

articulation studies. This function varies with
the amplitude of speech signal received by the ear.
We shall assume that the -received speech signal

(3)» from 600 cycles down to 300 cycles where
costs must be kept relatively low.
15
We shall arbitrarily take a 360 cycle total trans
mission band with other choices such as to tend to
typical results after overcoming typical dim
culties. This 360 cycle band is on the basis of
twelve channels each of 20 cycle pass band with
a 10 cycle wastespace between. Ten of these are
for amplitude control as already chosen, one .is
for frequency pattern control and one is for syn

chronizing. We assume single side-band trans
mission to handle signals including direct cur
rent such as is used in telephotography; this
means that we must use either linear phase filters
of many elements per section or use ordinary fil

ters with complicated phase equalizing networks
in addition. (The assumption of a 20 cycle pass
band with serious phase difllculties may be a
little conservative. However so much of our prob

lem is inherently one of phase diiliculties that it is
desirable to stress the phase effects.)
On the basis laid down so far we shall proceed

to discuss: ñrst, the frequency pattern circuits,
is at the optimum power level. Ten or so inde
second the amplitude pattern circuits and finally
pendent variables are needed for good speech < the overall circuit.

4 l)

transmission. Ten such bands for the entire
speech frequency range should then be as follows:
Impor-

Bund No.

Ll

tance
function

_

Frequencies

Y

AF

Cycle@

o to 0.1

25o to 53o or

0.1m .2

530m 780er

25o

.2to .3

780 to 1100 or

320

28o

.am .4
.4to .5
.5to .e

uootoiöooor
15o0to195oor
195cm 2350er

40o
4e)
40o

.6to .7
.7m .s

2350to2900or
29onm315o0r4

. 8 to . 9

3750 to 4950 or

550
_85o
1200'

.9 to 1. o

4950 no noo or

2150

Fanqmmcr PATTERN Gon-mor.
A particular form of the frequency pattern con
trol circuit is shown in Fig. 2 at the transmitting
end and Fig. 3 at the receiving end. Its operation
takes advantage of the fact that in vowels and
other sounds having a decided fundamental fre
quency in the range 80 to 320 cycles there is a
high power level while in sounds like the sibilant
consonants where the powerV is in a continuous ,

spectrum rather than a> discrete one the power
level is much lower. When a high level discrete

spectrum is applied the frequency pattern con
trol circuit sends to the limited frequency line L
'a' current indicating what the fundamental fre
quency so applied is, not however indicating any
thing about the amplitude of the fundamental

'I’his is not necessarily the best choice of fre
quencies that can be made. Other considerations
enter such as the percentage of increase of fre ~ frequency in the speech signal. When a low level
quency in a band, the amount of repetition of continuous spectrum speech signal such as that of
a syllable consonant is applied the circuit is not
pattern in different bands, the noticeable distor
tion due to smallness or largeness of band, etc. energized so no current from it is transmitted to
However. these considerations would not greatly the line.Figs. 2 and 3 show the frequency pattern con-_
affect the final choice of frequencies. Accord
ingly this set is deemed satisfactory. It is noted trol circuit, with details of the non-linear circuit
that at the most important places the bands are elements, the other circuit elements being more
quite narrow in width, 250 cycles, 280 cycles, etc. or less standard.
Referring nowl especially to Fig. 2, band-pass
The three lowest ones are the three smallest and
filter
F0 selects the band from 250 to 500 cycles 65
correspond ordinarily to not more than two har
of the voice signal so as to be sure to include at
monics each in the case of voiced signals. The

next three probably correspond to about three
harmonicsin the average case of a male voice.
Thel next one which carries us close to 3,000 cycles

might correspond to four harmonics. Above 3,000
cycles they widen out quite considerably. On this
frequency basis we have altogether then eleven
parameters for the entire speech range. one for

least two harmonics of speech if the fundamen- ` i

tal is below,250 cycles. This is done in case the
fundamental may be 80 cycles or so and therefore

inefûciently transmitted over the telephone line
to the point'at which we determine the funda

mental frequency. 'I'he output of this band-pass
filter is fed to detector D which may be merely
some small copper-oxide elements. This insures
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tiveV bias being applied. Secondly, Lthe output of

that a fair amount of the fundamental fre ‘ F'so is applied to a biasing resistor Bz in the com
quency will be present if the power level is suf
mon grid lead of a push-pull vacuum tube circuit
?ciently high as in the case of vowels. The out
VR. The purpose here is to control the plate
put from the detector is sent through an at
resistances of these tubes. The plate resistances
tenuating network E1, of a type often termed an in series are used as the resistance element Ro of
equalizer, which has a loss Vincreasing with fref a multi-vibrator circuit MVo so that the frequency
quency for the purpose of insuring that- the of the multi-vibrator circuit is controlled by this
fundamental frequency comes out at a higher ' variable plate resistance Ro. It is controlled in
level than any upper harmonics that may be such a way as to set up the desired fundamental 10
10 present. For practical purposes this puriiies the frequency of voice plus all of its harmonics. To
fundamental tone. Next the output from this insure both even and odd harmonics the circuit
equalizer is fed to a constant output amplifier is arranged to take off the outputs from the two
LA so that from this ampliiier there is obtained tubes of the multi-vibrator in series and in par
' essentially a single frequency, the fundamental
allel and then combine these two so as to gen 15
15 of the speech signal, at a constant power level crate all the harmonic frequencies. Another
regardless of what frequency it is. »
«
.
possible arrangement of multi-vibrator is one at
'I'his fundamental frequency may be from about one-half the frequency from which just the even
80 to 320 cycles. Next we pass this power through harmonics are used. -When not energized by
an equalizer Ez similar to the one described previ
waves from filter F’ao .the /muiti-vibrator circuit
20 ously so that the output from this equalizer de
stops oscillating. ~".lî'he multi-vibrator output and
creasesas the frequency increases. This output - the resistance noise circuit output from the vari
is sent through another copper-oxide detector Do. able gain- amplifier VA are combined in a cir
Essentially it gives a‘ direct current bias that cuit leading to the amplitude controlling cir
ñuctuates as the fundamental frequency of cuits. Preferably the multi-vibrator output is` 25
25 speech fluctuates, that is, at syllabic frequencies. ~ Afirst passed through an equalizer E4, which serves
The detector output is then sent through a low
to make the output power the same for each
pass ñlter F30 cutting off at 20 cycles so that the ' ' frequency, fundamental and upper harmonics.

unwanted higher frequency products are elimi-r

nated.

This output is now used as a bias on a

push-pull amplifier Mn transmitting a 30 cycle
» tone obtained from 60 cycle oscillator O, multi
vibrator MV and selective ‘circuit So. fThis can
be considered as a balanced second order modula

' tor, the 30 cycle carrier being modulatedl by the
biasing current as a signal.

When there is no

energy being received from the low-pass filter
Fan the bias is such >that essentially none of the
tone is transmitted to the line.A

. " ~ ~

,

In proportion as more'biasing current isV fed
from the low-pass filter more of the 30 cycle toneis permitted to pass. The output of this modula
tor is fed to a band-¿pass filter Cu which passes

the lower side-band, from 10 to 30 cycles, to the
junction point for other control tones, thence to
the transmitting amplifier TA and through it to
the line.

v

At the receiving end this control current goes

through theA receiving amplifier RA shown in Fig.

If desired this end can be attained by making
the coupling loose between the primary and sec 30

ondary windings of the multi-vibrator output
transformers, and equalizer E4 omitted.
' The

attenuation-frequency characteristic of

equalizer En determines the variation, with fre
quency, of the amplitude of the fundamental 35
components (of speech sounds) that are delivered
to detector Do; and this input to Do has its
syllable frequency component detected by detector
Do and transmitted by carrier current transmis
sion to the bias resistor Bz which determines the 40

fundamental frequency of multi-vibrator MVo.
So the voltage output of equalizer En, at each
fundamental frequency that E2 transmits, should
be of such value that the voltage across the
resistor Bz will vbe of proper value to cause the 45
multi-vibrator to assume that fundamental fre
quency as the fundamental frequency of the

multi-vibrator. Therefore, if the voltage trans
mission-frequency characteristic of the system

3, after which it is picked oif through a channel from the output- of equalizer E2 to the bias re 50
band-pass filter C’o passing from 10 to 30 cycles. sistor B2 is, for example, flat, or in other words
It is then sent through a copper-oxide or other ` if the ratio of the equalizer output voltage to the
detector DMO for the purpose of rectification to resulting voltage across the resistor B: is in
syllabic frequencies.
„
dependent of frequency, then the attenuation

55

Its rectification is accomplished by demodulat
ing it in DMO with 30 cycle current supplied from
multi-vibrator MV’ through selective circuit S’n.
The multi-‘vibrator receives 60 cycle current sent
from oscillator O at the transmitting end of the

frequency characteristic of the equalizer E: 55
should be such that the ratio of output'voltage
to input voltage for the equalizer decreases with
frequency increase in the same manner that the

fundamental frequency of multi-vibrator MVo in

system through ñlter C11, amplifier TA, line L,
ampli?er RA, filter C’n and phase shifter PS.
This multi-vibrator and the multi-vibrator‘MV
of Fig. 2 have identical circuits generating the

creases with decrease of the biasing voltage 60
across the biasing resistor B2. Then the funda
mental frequency set up by MVo will increase and

harmonics of 30 cycles.

frequency of speech sound waves in the input of

_

,

,

'I'he syllabic frequency currents from' demodu
lator DM@ are sent through a low-pass ñlter F'so.
0 to 20 cycles, where the output is used for two
purposes. First it biases an ampliñer VA which
amplifles resistance noise received from resistance

decrease in the same manner as the fundamental
equalizer Ez.

"
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AMPLITUDE PA'r'rEaN CoNraoL

The amplitude pattern control circuits are es

sentially circuits which at the transmitting end

The bias is so applied to

measure how much power there is in the speech 70

received the output of VA is cut down, that is, the
gain of theampliñer VA is decreased by a nega

equalizer El is shaped accordingly. The fre 75

' R through amplifier A.

70 a grid biasing resistor B1 for the ampliñer that
when no bias is received the resistance noise from
R and A is passed on through VA but as bias is

signal in chosen small frequency bands and
transmit this information by control currents to
the receiving end where the output of resistance
noise from VA or multivibrator harmonics froml

11
quency bands are chosen as described previously.

'I'he transmitting circuit is shown in Fig. 2,
and the receiving circuit in Fig. 3. The ten
channels AP1 to APio and AP’1 to AP'10 are used

tained synchronously at that end.- In the sys
tem shown, 60 cycle voltage from oscillator 0 is
sent through multivibrator MV so as> to get out a

large number of upper harmonics of halflof 60
to transmit information about the amplitude pat
cycles or 30 cycles which are then selected by fre
tern. Thus the channel 'I0-90 cycles transmits quency selective circuits S0 to S10 and used in
information about the amplitudes in the speech modulators M0 to M10 as the carrier supply fre
range Z50-330 cycles; the channel 100~120 cycles, ‘ quencies of the eleven indicated _channels FP
in the range 530-780 cycles etc.
and AP1 to AP10. >Oscillator O also sends 60 cycle

10

Considering the channels AP1 and AP'1, for ex
ample, the output from the 250-530 cycle speech
band-pass filter F1 is fed to detector D1, which

may be. for instance, of the copper-oxide type.
The syllabic frequencies in the output from the
detector are passed through a 20 cycle low-pass
filter F31 and used tobias an amplifier or bal

anced modulator M1 transmitting 90 cycles, the
amount transmitted depending on the bias.
There is no transmission through the amplifier
20 `when the bias applied is zero. As the bias builds

up it permits transmission. The output from

this amplifier or modulator is passed through a

70-90 cycle band-pass filter C1 to the Junction
point of the other circuits for amplitude and fre
quency pattern control, and then through the
transmitting amplifier TA, line L, receiving am
pli?ier RA and 'l0-90 cycle band-pass filter C'1
to a second order modulator DM1 that has a 90

cycle carrier supplied from`MV’ in synchronism
30 with the 90 cycle carrier supplied by MV to M1

current through filter C11, transmitting amplifier 10
TA, line L, receiving amplifier RA and phase ad
Jllstei' PS to multi-vibrator MV', which Supplies
multiples of 30 cycles from 30 cycles to 360 cycles.
These are selected by frequency selective circuits
S'o to S'10 and used as the carrier supply fre

lli

quencies for demodulators DMnto DM10. Pref
erably the waves of the different. frequencies sup
plied by MV should have equal power levels. The
same is true with respect to

f '.

The equality

can be obtained by amplitud equalization or at
tenuation equalization in any suitable manner, as

~for example by making the coupling loose be
tween the primary and secondary windings of
the multi-vibrator output transformers, (not
shown), as mentioned above for the case of mul.
tivibrator MVo.

'

A number of non-linear circuits have been
shown. One type, D0 to D10, is referred to as the
detector circuit'. In general, its purpose is’simi
lar to that of the detectors in voice operated cir
cuits. that is, the received speech power is more
or less rectified-giving a current component of
syllabic frequency to be used as a control. The

at the sending end. The output of DM1 is'
passed through a 20 cycle low-pass filter F’ai.
The resulting variable direct current is applied
to a biasing resistor B3 to give a grid bias to a
detector D, for obtaining the fundamental fre
3.5 signal shaping network or push-pull amplifier 'quency of speech sounds, is similar. Where sep
SN1, which ampliñes the signal power received
aratë low frequency lines are available the out
from the multi-vibrator MV0 or the resistance
noise source VA through 250-530 cycle speech puts of detectors D0 to D10 can be sent directly to
band-pass filter F'1. This is then fed through a the receiving ‘ apparatus. Since, usually, such
separate lines are not available, the system
40 250-530> cycle speech band-pass filter F"1 to the _shown makes use of different frequency ranges on 40
input of speech amplifier SA, where the outputs
fromV nine other speech band-pass ñlters (of ' the same line. Therefore .these syllable fre
quency control currents are translated to dif
` channels AP’z to AP’10) are combined to give the y
original speech signal. The speech currents are ferent parts of the frequency spectrum for trans
then transmitted through ampllñer SA to the mission over the line L of limited frequency
speech receiving circuit l.

l

It will be understood that transmitting chan

transmission range or other common medium of 45
transmission. For this purpose modulation is

nels APZ to APio are like AP1 except as to fre- y used so we have a second set of non-linear cir

quencies involved, and receiving channels AP’z
to AP’10 are like AP’1 except as to frequencies in
volved; and that detectors D0 to D10 may be alike,
modulators M0 to M10 may be alike, demodulators

DM0 to DM10 may be alike, variable gain ampli
ñers or signal-shaping networks SN1 to SN10 may

be alike, ñlters F30 to F40 may be alike, and
ñlters F'so to F’4o may be alike.

'

OVERALL CIRCUIT CONSIDERATroNs
,

While the outputs of detectors D0 to D10 could
be transmitted directly over separate lines to
lio
filters F'ao to F'40, and the illustrated carrier ap
_paratus could then be dispensed with, it is con

venient to use the carrier system, especially
wherethe number of frequency bands or channels
used for amplitude control is considerable, as for
instance in the system shown. -In that system
the number so used is ten, all employing the com
mon line or transmission medium L between the

cuits M0 to M10 to serve primarily as modulators.

Similarly at the receiving end we have for the
third type, demodulators DM0 to DM10 to give 50
back the control currents. Next the control cur
rents are used for two purposes each of which in

volves a type of non-linear circuit:
(a) To bias amplifiers VA and SN1 to SN10

and thus change the gain through them;
tubes in circuit VR.

ì

'

Sixthly there are multi-vibrators (relaxation
oscillators) for (a) setting up the carrier supply
frequencies in MV at the transmitting end of the
system and in MV’ at the receiving end, and (b) _

setting up the frequencies in the vowel sounds in
MVo. Finally there is a constant output level am
pliiler LA s_hown in Fig. 2. This makes a total of 65

seven types of non-linear circuit some of which
however Yhave much in common.

v

sending and receiving ends of the system.- In a

Delay and delay distortion probably constitute
the most serious problem in designing this sys

case of this sort it is convenient to supply the re
quired set of carrier frequencies from a single

tem.

source of carrier waves, such as oscillator O.

Further, the same set of carrier frequencies used
. at the sending end of the system should be trans

75 mitted to the receiving, end or otherwise ob

55

(b) To vary the plate resistance of ' vacuum

The delay can be equalized at some ex

pense. If however, a wider frequency band'is
available on the line the delay trouble can be

overcome in large degree by transmitting both
side-bands. In this case they will fall in the
middle of the pass band. The carrier may also

70
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wider frequency bands on the transmission
'be transmitted' or rewpued at me recelvinsenc. n where
lines rare available.y it ywill ordinarily be desirable
Let us consider now easing up in delay distor

rtion will 'affect the» band widthy required for ' to use double side-band transmission.v There are

transmission; yThe 'twelve channel circuit dis'-- f other elementsin the circuit that causes. certain
cussed here takesy a 360 cycle band for high qual-î amount oi'r rdelay. and therefore delay distortion
ity speechi'llOO ycyclesl'or 270 cycles for 2900 such as the low-nassy iìlters F30 to F40 and yF’au
rcycle ' speech rwhich; 'corresponds to ycommercial g to F'm and the -constant; output amplifier LA.
These, however, ywill total uponly to rather small
telephone circuits. With double side-band trans
- mission 'this would need to be made about twice

y10 as wide, that'is, "120y and vâ‘iûfcycles respectively
y

instead' of 360' and 270 as given before. These4
band widths can of course be adjusted up or

values.

, y -~ '

The ytotal koverall one-way delay onthe f y -

basis of 20 cycle channel bands with 10 cycle
separation »will amount to knot over .35 second.

'

l0 f

‘ A circuit of this sort at the receiving end needs,y , f ~

good equalization of both attenuation and delay. ~ f

down depending ' on ' the r1 elative importance of

the total frequency band required, oi.' the total l The adjustment ofL the amplitude control circuits
can be made by transmitting a singleA tone in they
rdelays' permitted, the qualitydesired, the per

missible cost etc; rA number of things can be

channel under test.

'

15y

f

y ' done ytío reduce the :delay distortion such as iusing i *"Ii' desired, tosimplifyk rdelay Lequalization in
i less frequency space for the useful band andr more ï the system, the kspeech band-pass filters may bey f
for the waste space between channels, having less made of constant band width,y asïfor yexample ~

"so

selectivity,

etc.

i

'

'

f

f

~

‘

f

f

~

'

'

'

' 300 cycles.

Forinstance, for transmitting 250

»Iny the circuit design it is important to rsee thatr ï tof2950 cycle speech, nine amplitude pattern con
thedelay in all the different branches is the same. trol channels have been used, rwith filters F1 toy f ,
' Since the frequencypatterncontrol branch tends i Fe respectively‘passing 7the speech bands Z50-550 ,
f to have moreinherent delay than the amplitude ï

control branchesit ìs'desirable to have acertain

cycles, 'S50-850 f cycles, k1350-1150y cycles, y1150-1450r
cycles, 1450-1750 cycles, 1750-2050 cycles, 2050

'amount'of' delay ini common withfall the ampli ` 23501‘cyclesp2350-2650 cyeles„'and`2650--2950r
y tude ycontrol circuits as is indicated' by ydelay y'cycles'.~,'I'henfilters F’1 to F’s' respectively passed
requalizer DE Fig. 2 and delayequalizer DE’ in these same bands, and likewise filters 11",'1 to;
F"’o'respectively passed these same bands.
' Fig. 3.
i Si)rk yTwo sets of band-pass filters Fo to F1o and Co ' f

f

f

f

f

Another simplification of the circuit of some

f to Cm, are shown at' :the transmitting»y end and f interest is obtained by dropping out the frequency
two, C'o to C'io yand F’ï'r to F'ímy at thereceiving pattern control channel ¿FEB andr FP'. rWe then
. end in addition to the selective carrier supply f cannot switch from ther multi-vibrator circuit
circuits and the low-passfñlters. rIl? desired, ar MV@ to the resistance noise rsource FPS, butmust f
use either f the resistancey .noise or the multi 35
35 third'set, F’i to F'm may befused.' at thereceiving

end, making twenty, instead of ten speech bandy

vibrator nowset-atan arbitrarily chosen fre'-ï ; ~

filters in theïreceiving' amplitude control circuits, , quency such as the average vocal cordffrequencvrr »y

rfor the ycase ofr the 7100 cycle'band to,y be trans
mitted.r rThese ten or twenty speechr band filters
might have roughly requirements `,of I about y64

decibel loss discrimination at the separating
points between two bands, 20 decibel loss at the
middle of the next band and 40 decibel loss at
the middle of the second band. Assuming the
45 requirements to be approximately these, the de
lay in the speech band filters is relatively. small,
two of them in tandem giving only about ten

milliseconds delay. These speech band filters
can probably have much easier attenuation re

50 quirements than indicated here.

Those at the
receiving end in particular might well be made

to be more nearly tuned circuits than sharp fil
ters. This will tend to put out a rounded ampli
tilde-frequency envelope for speech at the re
55 ceiving end rather than one with sharp corners.
'I'he set of channel filters at each end, that is,
filters Co to C10 and C'o to C'm, are spaced much

closer together in the frequency range and there
fore inherently tend toward much larger delays.
60 Assuming they require about 6 decibels loss dis

:Interesting soundk effects are rthus produced. `

,

rWith the rresistance rnoise, rsource rthe manufac-y ; f ~

tured speech has the sound of a whisper.y With
the fixed .frequency multi-vibrator source the
manufactured speech has the monotone of a

k4d), f

chant. Both circuits, however, give good intel
ligibility at a considerable reduction in the circuit
equipment required and may therefore be Very 45
useful where naturalness is not an important
factor or not a' requirement in transmitting
speech sounds.

.

Ordinarily, with a system of the type shown the
permissible range of volume transmitted might
Well be somewhere from 20 to 40 decibels for ex
ample. 'I'he wider the frequency band the easier
it is to get a large number of volume range steps
at the receiving end without too fine adjustments
'of the apparatus. The smaller the'volume range,
the more readily can transmission be carried on
over long circuits of high attenuation such as
submarine cables. That is, signal levels down
much nearer to resistance noise can be used and `
60

therefore the c'able can be a cheaper cable of

crimination at the edges of the pass bands, 20 ‘ greater attenuation than could otherwise be used,
decibels loss at the beginning of the next band or a wider frequency range can be used on a given
and 40 decibels loss at the middle of the next cable.
Any desired portion of the circuit or link be 65
band we get a set of filters that are estimated
roughly to have about 100 milliseconds delay at tween the terminals of the system may be a two
the edges and 50 in the middle. With this it wire, four-wire or radio circuit. It will be under
would be necessary to equalize this delay if single stood that'for multiplex carrier transmission of
side-band is used. 1f this is done the' total a plurality of conversations simultaneously over
delay
in the band will probably be 'increased to a common transmission circuit or medium, either 70
70
about 150 milliseconds. The resulting ñlter will by wire or by radio transmission, each speech
also be fairly costly as delay correcting networks channel may have its speech band reduced in
require many elements. It is quite probable that frequency range by a speech frequency compress
these channel filters can be used with much ing circuit (such as the circuit 2 of Figs. 1 and 2)
75 easier requirements also. It this system is used _and then applied to the modulating channel of 75

f

f
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the wire carrier or radio carrier multiplexing ap
when the synthesizing process described above
paratus at one end of the system. At the other is to be used, only the specifications for recon
end the band detected by the demodulator of structing the sound wave a‘re directly transmitted.
the wire carrier or radio carrier multiplexing ap
By the analyzing device in the system described
paratus will correspond to this narrowed band and above, the electrical speech Wave coming from the

may be impressed upon a speech frequency re
storing circuit (such as the circuit 3 of Figs. 1
and 3).
It is emphasized that the output of the speech
frequency compressing circuit 2 _of Figs. 1 and 2
is unintelligible, rendering it difficult for unau
thorized persons to tap the circuit and affording a
high degree of secrecy'in either wire or radio
transmission. The Waves transmitted, through

the medium L, directly contain no intelligibility
whatever.
Where the circuit connecting the terminals of
the transmission system is, for example, a trans
Atlantic submarine telephone cable, the reduction
of the frequency range transmitted can be of

great aid especially because of the difñculty of
inserting the desired number of amplifiers to keep
downv the attenuation at high frequencies.
In multiplex telephony over cable or open wire

microphone is instantaneously analyzed for the
three characteristics, pitch, resonant frequency
regions and loudness; control currents are then
passed to the speech synthesizer; in this a new

current is produced, manufactured according to 10
the specification of the speech analyzer; and this
current is suitable for actuating a telephone re
ceiver toV produce acoustical speech waves.

Thus the system between the microphone and
the telephone receiver analyzes a sound-bearing
electrical current and synthesizes a mimicking
electrical current. O_n this basis the analyzing
device is the artificial ear of the mimicking system
and the synthesizing device is the artificial vocal _
system. On the other hand, if one thinks of an
20
artiñcial ear as a device for analyzing an acoustic

speech Wave, then the microphone is to be re
garded as part of the artificial ear. Likewise
from the acoustical standpoint the artificial vocal „

lines or by radio transmission, the reduction of

system would be regarded as >including the loud

the frequency range can facilitate an increase

speaker or telephone receiver.

of the number of channels on a line or in the

Of the two basic elements, the analyzer and the
synthesizer, the analyzer is like the ear in that
it analyzes speech sounds to determine theirr

transmission medium, as for example the placing
of two or more speech channels, on the line or in

the transmission medium, in the frequency range
ordinarily occupied by one.

pitch, resonantfrequency regions and loudness.
In the synthesizer described in detail above, the
element equivalent to the vocal system is entirely
electrical, and -produces an electrical current.
This synthesizer has electrical equivalents of all
of the important elements of the vocal system.
To bring this out, the operation of the vocal sys
tem should be considered. The three funda
mental steps in producing speech Sounds are: (1)

' The compression of the frequency range of the

transmission in accordance with the invention,
can increase the signal-to-noise ratio obtaining
at the receiver without necessitating increase of
the sending level of the signal. This is of espe

cial importance in systems, for example, long
radio transmission systems such as the trans-At
lantic, in which the transmission medium is un

providing an energy source; (2) modulating en
ergy from this source so that it Will contain vibra

satisfactory for the desired grade of transmis
sion of the original communication signals be
cause of inadequate signal-to-noise ratio in the
transmission medium.
It is seen that the system described above, in

stantaneously analyzing speech waves, and then,
upon the basis of the information obtained by
the analysis, synthesizing or reconstructing the
speech, illustrates doing- electrically what onel
does in mimicking when he listens to speech
sounds with his ear and immediately reproduces
;hem with his own vocal system. In~this proc
ass three operations may be distinguished: first,

;he aural perception and analysis of the sound;
iecond, the passage of neural impulses for vthe
:ontrol of the vocal organs; and third, the repro
iuction of the sound. In the system described
lbove these operations are electrical, or may be

:onsidered electro-acoustical if the microphone
‘.upplying the electrical speech Waves to be an
ilyzed and the loud-'speaker or telephone receiver

ictuated by- the reconstructed electrical sound
l»fave are regarded as included in the system.

'

tions in the frequency range‘audíble to the ear;
and (3) selecting from these audible vibrations
by resonance to get the various speech sounds.
The energy source is provided by the pressure
It is made audible by forming a partial closure
and forcing the air through under pressure. The
air particles which get through then vibrate in
rapid complex motions at frequencies that areaudible to the ear. For voiced sounds, this par
tial closure is at the vocal cords which then vi
brate at their natural periodic rate, depending on
the tension the talker places on them. For un
voiced sounds the closure is in the mouth passage.

Thus “s” is formed by placing the tongue against 55
the hard palate and forcing the air through the
narrow opening between them. After these audi
ble vibrations are setup it is still necessary to
provide means for differentiating the various
sounds from one another. This is done by shap

ing the mouth to form> resonant air chambers
which favor certain frequencies but discriminate

hose of ordinary telephony. In telephony there

` against others. It is in this way that “a ” vdiiîers

s neither analysis nor synthesis of the sound.

from “ee” although in both cases thevocal cords
are vibrating.

hem into current variations; a complex alter

Starting from the lungs and going out toward
the mouth there are (1) the steady power source

ating current, with components corresponding

in the lungs, (2) the vibration producers in the

n those of the sound wave, is then transmitted
a the other terminal; and there al reproducing,
r talking, device in the form of a telephone re

form of the vocal cords for the voiced sounds and
the constrictions in the mouth passage for lthe
unvoiced sounds, and (3) the resonance elements
in the form of resonant air chambers.
The artiñcial speech synthesizer shown in the
drawings has elements corresponding ` to these

eiver reproduces the speech.

In ordinary te

ephony a sound wave is electrically moved from

ne point to another by direct transmission; but

40

on the air in the lungs as it is being exhaled. In
a normal exhalation this fioW of air is not audible.

These operations are to be distinguished from

nstead, a listening device, the telephone trans
aitter, picks up speech sounds and translates

30
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three elements of the vocal system as follows:
(l) The steady power supply may be thought of
as from batteries instead of compressed air in
the l

‘ s.

(2) The vibrating elements are the

multi- brator for the vocal cords and the re
sistance noise source for the unvoiced sounds pro-'
duced at the constriction in the mouth. (3) Res
onance or frequency discrimination, which deter

mines the frequency components tov be favored
and those to be discriminated against, is provided
by tuned or frequency selective electrical net
works instead of air chambers as in the mouth.
'I‘he output is an electrical wave. instead oi.' an
acoustic wave.

'

When a speech signal is analyzed by the arti
ficial ear it is resolved into simple speech-defining
signals or control currents. However, as indi
cated above, these currents can be modiiled or

controlled by controlling the circuit elements in
20 their paths and thus the manufactured speech

can be made todifi'er in prescribed manner from

the original speech.

'

The invention is capable of embodiment in
widely different systems.

'

What is claimed is:

1(e In communicating intelligence of a speech
signal having predictable characteristics known
to be in the signal and unpredictable variable
characteristics, neither said predictable nor said

unpredictable characteristics being adequate to

give'intelligibility to the signal, thermethod
which comprises transmitting waves of frequency

below _audibility representing the unpredictable
characteristics through a transmitting medium,
receiving those waves from the medium to the
exclusion of waves representing'the predictable

characteristics, generatingwaves not received
from the transmitting medium that denne the

communication signal waves from the standpoint
of oscillatory and modulatory characteristics,
transmitting to a receiving point waves repre

senting the modulatory characteristics and hav
ing a smaller product of frequency band width
and time than said signal waves, producing local
ly at the receiving point waves corresponding to
the oscillatory characteristics and having fre
quencies not present in the waves transmitted
to the receiving point, and utilizing the produced
waves and the transmitted waves to create waves

serving as a substitute signal for the signal rep
resented by the waves analyzed.
5. A communication system having a sending
end and a receiving end for communicating a

signal which is produced by a signal source and
whose production involves mechanical motions,
said system comprising means at the sending
end of the system for analyzing the signal into
variable features and features of relatively nxed
nature and further analyzing the variable fea
tures into simpler signals for defining the mo
tions involved in producing the signal to be com
municated, said defining signals having the sum
mation >of their products of, frequency band 1
width by time smaller than the product of fre
quency band width by time of said signal to be
communicated, means for transmitting from the
sending end of the 'system to the receiving end
said defining signals to the exclusion of informa
tion of said features of fixed nature, and at ‘the
receivinglend of the system a wave source sup

plying said features of iixed nature independent
ly of the first-mentioned source, and means con

trolled by said transmitted defining signals for `

reproducing said variable features.
6. A system for communicating a signal whose

production involves mechanical motions com
predictable characteristics, and so combining ef- i prising means for analyzing the signal into fea
tures of variable nature and features of relatively
40 fects of the transmitted waves received from the fixed nature and further analyzing the features
transmission medium and the generated waves
not received from the transmitting medium as to ‘ of variable nature into signals having a smaller

create'a synthetic speech signal containing sub
stantially the same intelligence as the original

speech signal.
2. A signaling system comprising means sup
plying signals that contain modulated waves
whose modulations correspond to other waves of
lower frequency. the unknown characteristics of
said signals being dennable by said other waves
and a set of unmodulated waves, neither said
other waves nor said unmodulated waves being

sufilcient to give intelligibility of the signals,
means deriving from. said signals -said other
waves to the exclusion of said unmodulated
waves, wave generating means supplying under
control of said derived waves a set of waves of`

frequencies not received- by said generating
means from said signals but comprised in the
frequency range of said unmodulated waves, and
means responsive to said derived waves and said
generated waves for reproducing the signals.
3. A signaling system comprising means deriv

product of frequency range and time for defin

ing the motions-involved in producing the signal
to the communicated, means for reproducing the
features of relatively fixed nature independently
of the signal analyzed, and means controlled by
said reproducing means and said defining signals
for reproducing the signal to be communicated.
7. The method of treating a speech signal
whose generation involves sluggish muscular
movements causing variations in acoustic pul
sations resulting from rapid vibration of vocal

cords, which comprises deriving, from said signal,
waves of frequency lower than said acoustic pul
sations, that define said variations- but not said

pulsations.
8. The method which comprises dividing a fre
quency band' of waves into subbands respectively
having syllable time rates of change of energy,

measuring said respective rates, generating waves
having a discrete energy spectrum with substan
tially the same power at each frequency of energy

ing. from speech signal waves having predictable

concentration, and varying" at said `respective

characteristics and unpredictable characteristics,

measured rates the energy in respective fre
quency bands of said generated waves.
9. A system comprising a plurality of channels
for transmitting energy having syllabic time
rates of change in the channels, respectively, a

waves of frequency below the fundamental fre
quency of vibration of the vocal cords defining
the unpredictable characteristicsl to the exclu
ysion of the predictable characteristics, means for
70 generating waves not received thereby defining
said predictable characteristics, and means for
translating said derived waves and said gener

ated wavçs into waves representing the speech

4. The method which comprises analyzing

source of waves having a discrete energy spec

trum and having the relative amplitudes of their
components independent of the relative ampli
tudes of the components of said transmitted en
ergy, and means controlled by the energy in
said channels for varying at said rates, respec

15
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tively, the energy in different frequency bands
ofv waves from said source.
10. Aisystem for communicating a message
represented by a frequency'band of Waves, com
prising a source of waves having a discreteen

ergy spectrum and 'having the relative ampli
tudes of their components independent of the
relative amplitudes of the components of the

responding to the limited rate. less than the fun
damental rate of vibration of -vocal cords, at
which the speech producing muscles cany be
varied in producing speech.

y

16. The method which comprises creatingr an
energy pattern varying in a limited number of »

respects corresponding to a limited number of
muscular changes used in speech production and
first-mentioned waves, analyzing circuits respon
with a limited time rate of change in each re
sive to said frequency band of waves for deter
spect corresponding to the limited rate, less than 10
mining the syllabic time rate of change of en-_ the fundamental rate of vibration of vocal cords,

ergy in each of a plurality of subbands of said
frequency band of waves, and means controlled

by said analyzing circuit for producing in- cor
responding frequency subbands of the output
from said source a similitude of these time rates
of change of energy.

11. The method which comprises dividing a
frequency band of waves that represents a voice

wave into subbands respectively having syllabic
time rates of change of energy', measuring said

respective rates, producinga complex tone hav
ing its fundamental frequency equal to that of
said voice wave but having the relative ampli
tudes of its components independent of the rel
ative amplitudes of the components of said voice
wave, and varying at said respective measured

rates the energy in respective frequency bands of
said complex tone.
_12. A system comprising a plurality of wave
transmission channels for respectively transmit
ting subbands of a frequency band of waves that
represents a voice wave, means for producing

a complex tone having its fundamental frequency
equal to that of said voice wave but having the

relative amplitudes of its components independ
ent of the relative amplitudes of the components
of said voice wave, analyzing circuits responsive
to waves from said channels for determining the
syllabic time rate of change of energy in each of
said subbands, and means controlled by said an

at which the speech producing muscles can be

varied in producing speech, generating waves
having a discrete energy spectrum with substan
tially the same power at each frequency of en

ergy concentration, and varying the amounts o1'
power at the different frequencies in said waves
in accordance with variations in said energy pat
tern.

'

17. The method which comprises deriving from
a voice wave an energy pattern varying in a

limited number of' respects of the order of ten
corresponding to a limited number of muscular
changes used in speech production and with a
limited time rate of change in each respect corre 25
sponding to the limited rate, not exceeding ap
proximately ten cycles per seconds, at which the
speech producing muscles can be varied in pro
ducing speech, deriving from said voice vwave a
wave having a frequency equal to the fundamen 30
tal frequency of the vibrations o1' the vocal cords
of the talker and waves of amplitudes equal to
the amplitude of the last-mentioned wave and
frequencies of upper harmonics of the last-men
tioned wave, and varying the amounts of power
at the different >frequencies in said derived waves .

in accordance with variations in said energy pat
tern.

,

.

alyzingv circuits for producing from the energy

18. A system comprising means for creating an
energy pattern varying in a. limited number of 40
respects of the-order of ten corresponding to a
limited number of muscular changes used in

if said complex tone a similitude of said »time

speechproduction and with a limited time rate

rates of change of energy in said subbands.
13. The method which comprises dividing la
frequency band of Waves into subbands respec
;ively having syllabic time rates of change of
energy, measuring said respective rates, gener

limited rate, not exceeding approximately ten 45
cycles per second, at which the speech producing

of change in each respect corresponding to the

muscles can be varied in producing speech, a
source of Waves generating independently of the
iting independently of said waves other waves energy of said energy pattern waves having a
raving a continuous frequency spectrum and ' continuous energy spectrum and substantially

substantially uniform distribution of power with
‘requency over the frequency range o_f said bands,
ind varying at said respective measured rates the
energy in respective frequency bands of said
renerated Waves.

.

14. A system comprising a plurality of wave
ransmission channels for respectively transmit
ing subbands of a frequency band of waves that
epresents a voice wave, a source of` waves repre

enting resistance noise, analyzing circuits re
ponsive to Waves from said channels for deter

dining the syllabic time rate of change of en
rgy in each of said. subbands, and means con

rolled by said'analyzing circuits for producing
n the output from said source a similitude of

aid time rates of change of energy in said sub
ands.
15. The method of expressing the information
ontent of speech signals in a compressed fre
uency range which comprises setting up an en
rgy pattern and varying'it in a limited number

f respects, not exceeding approximately ten,
orresponding to a limited number of muscular
hanges used in speech production and with a
mited time rate of change in each respect cor

uniform distribution of power with frequency,
and means responsive to the variations in said
energy pattern for varying the amounts of power
at the different frequencies in said waves in ac
cordance with variations in said energy pattern.
19. The method of obtaining secrecy in com

munication which comprises transforming a set
of communication signals containing modulated
waves whose modulations correspond to other
waves of lower frequency into a set of defining 60
>signals defining said other waves but not said
'first-mentioned Waves, and transmitting to a dis
tance said deñning signals to the exclusion of v

both said communication signals and said ñrst
mentioned waves as a substitute for said com
` munication signals.

20. A privacy system for speech transmission
comprising means for translating speech signals
containing a complex modulated oscillatory wave
whose modulations ì correspond to a complex

modulatory wave into a set of signals defining

said modulatory Wave but not said oscillatory
wave and exclusive of said modulatory wave and

directly containing no intelligibility whatever, a

transmission medium for transmitting said de
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fining signals tothe exclusion ofy said speech sig
nals and said oscillatory wave. and means re

sponsive to said transmitted defining signals for

reproduc'ng said speech signals„saiddeflning sig
nalsvhaving the summation of their products of
frequency bandr widths'by time less than the

ytime duration and totaly frequency range has an
order of magnitudeinferiorto that of the speech
signals whose unpredictable characteristics are
f defined byy said waves, and reproducing said sig
nals from said waves.

,

f

,

f

f

29. In combination,~means for producing a
product of _frequency band by time'of the repro- f ycomplex Wavey having a fundamental component
of varying frequency and harmonics thereof each
duced speech signals.
' '21.' A 'system'for communicating a speech sig

of substantially -the same power as said funda

, mental component, means for separately ampli
10 nal comprising means for transforming said sig
nal into Waves deñning the sluggish muscular fying waves of differentr frequency subbandsy of y
movements involved in the production of the said complex wave, means for varying the
speech signal, means for transmitting said waves amount of the amplification of the waves of the
to the exclusion of waves corresponding to acous

fis

tic'pulsationsresulting from the rapid vibrations

respective Asulal'iands at frequencies lowy compared ,
to the frequency of said fundamental component, ,

of vocal ycords in producing said signal, and f rand means forcombining the amplified waves to
Y ,Y
f
means responsive to said transmitted' waves for forma resultant wave.
30. In combination, means for producing ar
' rreconstructing said signal.
22. The method ywhich comprises analyzing ay , complex wavey having a continuous energy spec

complex communication signal wave having' trum and having substantially vuniform distribu- f
known oscillatory characteristics and unknown tion of power with frequency, meansr for sepa
variable'modulatory characteristics into defining , _rately amplifying waves of different frequency
signals exclusive of every frequency component , subbands of said complexy wave, means for vary-r
rof the complexfsignal wave which do not define ing the amount of the amplification of the waves
yof the respective subbands, and means for com
the known oscillatory'characteristics of the com
plex signal wave but define the unknown variable , bining the amplifledvwaves to forma resultant
' modulatory characteristics of the complex signalk

wave required to reconstruct the signal.
23; A speech transmission system comprising

means responsive to speech signals for producing
rwaves whose yfrequency components differ fromy
each of those of said speech signals inform and
rin position in the spectrum and have less total
f frequency range than thatfof'said speech signals

and certain of which define the amplitude pat
' ternand certain others of which> define the type

wave.

,

y

31. In combination, means for selecting a sub
band of a speech band of waves in the lower por
tion of the band, a circuity responsive toy said f i
subband for obtaining the fundamental fre
quency component vof the 'band toy theexclusion
of other components, said circuitr comprising ay y

detector responsive to said subband and, in tan
dem therewith,y equalizing meansy yhaving atten- ,
uation increasing with frequency'and a constant ,

of the frequency pattern yof'said speech signals,
and means responsive to said produced'waves for

output level amplifier, a detector responsive to
waves from said circuit, and a low-pass filter fed

reproducing said speech signals.

from said second detector.

,

~

y

32. A two-way telephone transmission system
24. The combination of ya system for trans
mitting a complex signal and means for supply-y , comprising a transmitting medium unsatisfactory
for transmission of the original speech signals be
ing said signal to said system, said system com
cause -of their frequency band width, and two two
prising means for subdividing said supplied sig
Way terminals each for transmission to and re
nal into frequency subbands of the signal fre
ception from said medium; each of `said terminals
quency band, a source of waves of frequency sub
bands corresponding to said frequency subbands comprising a two-way speech frequency trans
of the signal, respectively, and means responsive mission circuit and a transmitting circuit and a
to the waves of the latter frequency subbands for receiving circuit connected between said speech
varying the power of the frequency subbands of frequency transmission circuit and said medium;
each of said transmitting circuits comprising a
the waves from said source at the syllabic time
rates of change of the power in the respectively speech frequency band compressor and each of
corresponding frequency subbands of said signal. said receiving circuits comprising a speech fre
25. In combination, a source of speech signal quency band restorer; each of said compressors
comprising a transmitting frequency pattern con
waves and means connected to receive said waves
and producing in response thereto waves having trol circuit and a transmitting amplitude pattern
55 amplitude variations corresponding to frequency
control circuit, and each of said restorers com
prising an energy source of frequency patterns, a
variations of the fundamental frequency com
receiving frequency pattern control circuit and a
ponent of said speech signal waves.
26. In combination, a source of waves having receiving amplitude pattern control circuit; at
amplitude variations corresponding to frequency one of said terminals the transmitting frequency
pattern control circuit comprising means con
variations of the fundamental frequency com
nected to the speech frequency transmitting cir
ponent of speech sounds, and means for translat
cuit for selecting from a. speech frequency band
ing said amplitude variations into frequency va
riations.

65

.

of waves a frequency subband from which the

-

27. In combination, a source of waves having

amplitude variations corresponding to frequency
variations of the fundamental frequency com

fundamental component of the speech signals can
be derived, _a circuit for deriving said fundamental
component to the exclusion of other waves, means

ponent of speech sounds, and means responsive

for detecting the syllabic frequency amplitude

to said waves for generating waves of the fre

variations of said fundamental component, and
means responsive to said variations for transmit

quencies of said component and harmonics of the
last-mentioned waves.

f

.

28. The method of reproducing speech signals

ting to said medium waves representing said vari
ations; at the other of said terminals the receiv

which comprises deriving therefrom deñning . ing frequency pattern control circuit comprising
waves which define the unpredictable character

75 istics of the speech signals and whose product of

means responsive to the latter waves for repro

ducing said variations and the energy source of

2,151,091
frequency patterns comprising a source of power
having a continuous spectrum, a source of power

adding its output energy to that of said continu
ous spectrum source and having a discrete spec

eîective, and controlling the frequency of said
fundamental and harmonic components in ac

cordance with the frequency variations of said
derived fundamental component of the speech
signals at said one terminal; at said one terminal
15 the transmitting amplitude pattern control cir
cuit comprising a number of transmitting ampli
tude pattern control channels of the order of ten
and a delay equalizer connecting them to said
speech frequency transmission circuit; each
channel comprising a speech frequency subband
selector for selecting a different subband of said
speech frequency band of waves, means for de
tecting syllabic frequency variations of the power
in such subband, means for translating the de
tected waves to a given position'in the frequency
spectrum, said positions being different for the>
respective channels, and a channel frequency
band selector for transmitting the translated
waves to said medium; at said other terminal

the receiving amplitude pattern control circuit
comprising a delay equalizer and receiving am

plitude pattern control channels corresponding
respectively to said transmitting amplitude pat
tern control channels, for receiving waves trans

mitted thereto from said transmitting amplitude

resents the natural fiow of energy from the me

chanical-acoustical oscillating system comprising
the vocal system of a man and the other of which

trum including a variable frequency fundamental
component and harmonics thereof, and means re
sponsive vto said reproduced amplitude variations
for rendering said continuous spectrum source in
effective, rendering said discrete spectrum source

30
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represents the rational control applied to vary
>this iiow of energy so as to impress an informa

tion content on it, transmitting signals derived
‘essentially from the second factor alone to a dis
tant point, and there originating an energy
stream equivalent to said natural flow of energy

before said information content was -impressed on 10

it and using the transmitted signals to control
the energy stream in such way as to reproduce

the original speech signals.
35. The method lof analyzing a. signal having a.
fundamental component of varying frequency and 15
harmonics thereof lying in the frequency range
of the varying fundamental component, which '

comprises transmitting the harmonic and funda
mental components of a frequency range includ
ing a substantial frequency range of the har 20

monics with the eiiiciency of said transmission
decreasing as frequency increases throughout the
latter frequency range, and deriving from the

transmitted waves pulses of uniform amplitude
proportional in number to the periods of said 25
fundamental component.
_
,
36. The method of analyzing and reconstruct
ing a speech signal which comprises selecting the
varying frequency fundamental component of `

the voiced speech sounds to the exclusion of the
other components of the speech sounds and 30
utilizing said selected component to create a
wave consisting essentially of a fundamental
component of said varying frequency and har
monics thereof.

'

_

37. The method which comprises producing 35
each receiving amplitude pattern control channel waves containing the fundamental frequency
comprising a receiving amplitude pattern control _component of waves representing voiced sounds
channel frequency band selector selecting thev by intermodulation of upper harmonics of the
band transmitted by the channel frequency band varying 'frequency fundamental component, and

pattern controhchannels through said medium;

40

selector of the corresponding transmitting am
plitude pattern control channel, means for re
storing the waves received from the receivingl

amplitude pattern control channel frequency
45

band selector to their original position in the
frequency spectrum, means responsive to the

restored waves for controlling the power level
in a subband of the frequency band of waves from
said energy source of frequency patterns and
50 transmitting the controlled subband of waves

suppressing the harmonics by transmitting the 40
modulation products with transmission efficiency

decreasing as frequency increases over a sub
stantial frequency range including a major por
tion of the frequency range common to the vary

ing frequency fundamental component and its 45
harmonics.

,

Y

.

38. The method of reproducing signals which
comprises- deriving, from the particular signal
being reproduced, waves which are a function of

to the speech frequency transmission circuit, said said signal, producing under control of said sig
subband having the frequency limits of the speech .nal, waves of character dependent upon the
frequency subband selector of the transmitting character of the signal source but not upon the
amplitude pattern control channel corresponding particular signal being reproduced; and combin
55 to the receiving amplitude pattern control chan
ing the first-mentioned waves and the second
nel.
,

55
_ mentioned >waves to reproduce the signal.
33. The method of reproducing a. signal con
39. The method which comprises creating a set
taining variable information and invariable in
of waves defining the frequency-time content of
formation and represented by a complex wave a signal, creating a. set of Waves defining the am
60 which comprises deriving-from the complex- wave plitude-time pattern of the signal in a series of
a simple set of parameters having approximately .frequency bands, the summation of the products 60
the number of degrees of freedom of the variable of the- frequency bands by time of said two sets of
elements of the signal source, deriving from said waves being less than the product of the frequency
parameters a set of defining Waves that respec
band by time of lsaid signal, and utilizing said twoY
tively deiine the variations of said parameters, sets of waves to construct said signal.
65
transmitting through a wave transmission medi
40. In combination, a source of waves defining
um said defining waves to the exclusion of Waves the frequency-time content of a signal, a source
representing said invariable information, produc
of waves defining the amplitude-time pattern o1'

ing artificially waves representing said invariable

information to the exclusion of said variable in
formation, and combining effects of said artiñci
ally produced Waves and said transmitted waves
to reproduce said signal.
'
34. The method which comprises analyzing a '

75 speech signal into two factors one of which rep

5

the signal in a _series of frequency bands, the
summation of the vproducts of the frequency 70
bands by time of said two sources being less than
the product of the frequency band by time of said
signal, and means controlled by said two sources

for reconstructing said signal.

. 41. A vprivacy method for-'speech transmission 75

